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Oracle Goldengate 11g Complete CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 60 simple and easy-to-follow recipes to perform various Goldengate administration tasks such as installing, configuring, and maintaining Goldengate replication


	Overview

	
		Various recipes that will help you to set up Goldengate in various environments
	
		Practical examples of Goldengate...
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Practical Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager for DevelopersApress, 2015

	Whether you’re a marketer with development skills or a full-on web developer/analyst, Practical Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager for Developers shows you how to implement Google Analytics using Google Tag Manager to jumpstart your web analytics measurement.


	There’s a reason that so many...
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Junos CookbookO'Reilly, 2006
The Juniper Networks routing platforms are becoming the go-to solution for core, edge, metro and remote office networks, and JUNOS software is behind it all.  The operating system is so full of industrial-strength routing protocols and IP innovations that those treading into the world of JUNOS will need clarification,...
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Cocoa Recipes for Mac OS X (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2010

	Completely revised edition, now covering Snow Leopard!

	

	Springing from the original Vermont Recipes Web site, where many of today’s Cocoa developers got their start, Cocoa Recipes for Mac OS X, Second Edition is a programming cookbook that shows you how to create a complete Mac OS X application. In this updated edition,...
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GateIn CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 60 recipes for building portals with GateIn including user security, gadgets, and applications with frameworks


	Overview

	
		All you need to develop and manage a GateIn portal and all available portlets.
	
		Thorough detail on the internal architecture needed to use the components.
	...
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Augmented Reality with KinectPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know C/C++ programming, then this book will give you the ability to develop augmented reality applications with Microsoft’s Kinect. By the end of the course you will have created a complete game.


	Overview

	
		Understand all major Kinect API features including image streaming, skeleton tracking...
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TensorFlow Machine Learning Cookbook: Over 60 recipes to build intelligent machine learning systems with the power of Python, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Skip the theory and get the most out of Tensorflow to build production-ready machine learning models

	
		Key Features

		
			Exploit the features of Tensorflow to build and deploy machine learning models
	
			Train neural networks to tackle real-world problems in Computer Vision and...
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Java™ Extreme Programming CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
Brimming with over 100 "recipes" for getting down to business and actually doing XP,
the Java Extreme Programming Cookbook doesn't try to "sell" you on XP; it
succinctly documents the most important features of popular open source tools for XP
in Java-- including Ant, Junit, HttpUnit, Cactus, Tomcat, XDoclet-- and...
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25 Recipes for Getting Started with RO'Reilly, 2011

	R is a powerful tool for statistics, graphics, and statistical programming. It is used by tens of thousands of people daily to perform serious statistical analyses. It is a free, open source system whose implementation is the collective accomplishment of many intelligent, hard-working people. There are more than 2,000 available add-ons, and R...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Security CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Microsoft SQL Server is becoming a more mature, more feature-rich, and more

	secure database management system with each new version. SQL Server 2012 is an enterprise-class relational database server. Sometimes, it might not look like it to the staff whose responsibilities are to deploy it, to create databases and write T-SQL code, and to...
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The Pumpkin Cookbook, 2nd Edition: 139 Recipes Celebrating the Versatility of Pumpkin and Other Winter SquashStorey Publishing, 2017

	From Currant-Pumpkin-Oat Scones to Chicken-Pumpkin Tacos, Pumpkin-Filled Ravioli with Fried Sage, Ginger-Pumpkin Ice Cream, and of course (seven!) pies, this comprehensive cookbook reminds us that the iconic symbol of fall is so much more than jack-o’-lantern material. These 139 recipes offer diverse and delicious options for enjoying...
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VMware Cookbook: A Real-World Guide to Effective VMware UseO'Reilly, 2009
If you want to gain insight into the real-world uses of VMware ESX and ESXi, this book provides scores of step-by-step solutions for working with these products in a wide range of network environments. You'll not only learn the basics -- how to pool resources from hardware servers, computer clusters, networks, and storage, and then distribute...
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